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Billboard Controversy: Controversial Mayor
London Breed ...

S https://abc7news.com/politics/controversial-mayor-breed-
billboard-in-sf-removed/5640663/
Mayoral candidate Ellen Zhou paid for the billboard. It depicts
Mayor London Breed leaning back at a desk with her feet up,
holding a stack of money and thinking about the homeless.
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Controversial billboard in SF depicts Mayor
Breed with her ...

S https://abc7news.com/politics/controversial-billboard-depicts-
sf-mayor-smoking-holding-stack-of-bills/5632377/
Controversial billboard in SF depicts Mayor Breed with her feet
up, smoking, and holding stack of bills. ... In a statement, Maggie
Muir with Mayor London Breed's campaign responded: "This ...
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Controversial billboard attacking Mayor
London Breed taken ...

S https://www.kron4.com/news/bay-area/controversial-billboard-
attacking-mayor-london-breed-taken-down/
SAN FRANCISCO (KRON) - A controversial campaign billboard
for the San Francisco mayor's race is now gone after city leaders
condemned it as racist and sexist.
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Mayoral Candidate Bashes Breed in
Controversial SF Billboard ...

S https://www.nbcbayarea.com/news/local/Mayoral-Candidate-
Bashes-Breed-in-Controversial-Billboard-563521661.html
A controversial billboard in San Francisco's South of Market
district is drawing attention to one of Mayor London Breed's
long-shot challengers. The cartoon depiction of the mayor is
being called ...
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Conservative mayoral candidate defends
controversial ...

S https://www.sfexaminer.com/news-columnists/conservative-
mayoral-candidate-defends-controversial-billboard-this-is-
beautiful-art/
Conservative mayoral candidate defends controversial
billboard: 'this is beautiful art' Local elected officials denounce
depiction of Mayor London Breed as 'racist' Joe Fitzgerald
Rodriguez
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Fringe Mayoral Candidate Attacks London
Breed With Pretty ...

S https://sfist.com/2019/10/21/fringe-mayoral-candidate-attacks-
london-breed-with-pretty-obviously-racist-billboard/
A new SoMa billboard depicts London Breed in a revealing
dress, feet up on a desk, counting cash, smoking a fattie, and
participating in human trafficking. Loon mayoral challenger Ellen
Lee Zhou ...
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BILLBOARD CONTROVERSY: Mayor London
Breed on campaign ...

S https://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/video/4193910-billboard-
controversy-mayor-london-breed-on-campaign-billboard-
controversy/
Mayor London Breed on campaign billboard controversy.
Oakland Native Sway Calloway Brings 'Sway Fest' Block Party To
His HometownOakland native and legendary radio host Sway
Calloway, known to his ...
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'Blatantly racist' billboard attacking SF
Mayor London Breed ...

S https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/Blatantly-racist-
billboard-attacking-SF-14550194.php
A group of elected San Francisco leaders rallied Monday to
protest a billboard they say is racist and unfairly attacks Mayor
London Breed. The billboard, at the corner of Dore and Howard
streets ...
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Billboard company pulls controversial ads
from SF mayoral ...

S https://www.ktvu.com/news/billboard-company-pulls-
controversial-ads-from-sf-mayoral-candidate
SAN FRANCISCO (KTVU) - The company that owns several
billboard locations around the Bay Area, has removed three
controversial ads paid for by San Francisco mayoral candidate
Ellen Lee Zhou.
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BILLBOARD CONTROVERSY: Mayor London
Breed on campaign ...

S https://news.yahoo.com/billboard-controversy-mayor-london-
breed-194500141.html
Mayor London Breed on campaign billboard controversy.
Amazon's Black Friday Deals Will Be Epic This Year. Here's What
We Know So Far
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Phil Matier: London Breed Billboard
Stirring Up Some ...

S https://kcbsradio.radio.com/media/audio-channel/phil-matier-
london-breed-billboard-stirring-some-controversy
ONLINE STREAM. Never miss a story or breaking news alert!
Listen at work or while you surf. LISTEN LIVE
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Controversial billboard in SF depicts Mayor
Breed with her ...

S mayorofconcord.com/2019/controversial-billboard-in-sf-
depicts-mayor-breed-with-her-feet-up-smoking-and-holding-
stack-of-bills/bay-area/
Controversial billboard in SF depicts Mayor Breed with her feet
up, smoking, and holding stack of bills Published on is
matchmaking down cs go by mayor SAN FRANCISCO (KGO) —
Ellen Lee Zhou, a San Francisco social worker running for Mayor
of San Francisco, paid for a billboard that is raising controversy
in the SoMa district.
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San Francisco Mayor London Breed: 'Pretty
Shocked' Over ...

S https://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2019/10/21/san-francisco-
mayor-london-breed-racist-billboard-zhou-election-politics/
The billboard depicts a crude caricature of Mayor London Breed
in a red dress and heels with her feet up, holding a cigar in one
hand and a stack of money in the other.
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Mayoral candidate's controversial
billboard causes backlash ...

S https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2019/10/21/san-francisco-
controversial-billboard-ellen-zhou-london-breed-pkg-vpx.kpix
Breed's team called the billboard a "blatantly racist and sexist
ad." A San Francisco billboard paid for by mayoral candidate
Ellen Lee Zhou is being called racist and causing controversy in
the area.
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BILLBOARD CONTROVERSY: Mayor London
Breed on campaign ...

S https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ACSN14seRRE
Mayor London Breed on campaign billboard controversy.
Mayor London Breed on campaign billboard controversy. Skip
navigation Sign in. Search. Loading... Close. This video is
unavailable.
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BILLBOARD CONTROVERSY: Mayor London
Breed on campaign ...

S https://seattle.cbslocal.com/video/4193910-billboard-
controversy-mayor-london-breed-on-campaign-billboard-
controversy/
Mayor London Breed on campaign billboard controversy. Final
Four Guide: Best Breweries To Visit While You're In
MinneapolisBeer-lovers visiting Minneapolis for the Final Four
won't have to go ...
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'Racist and sexist' billboard attacking SF
Mayor London Breed ...

S https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/Racist-and-sexist-
billboard-attacking-SF-14553919.php
A controversial billboard attacking Mayor London Breed has
been taken down just a day after a litany of city and state
officials lambasted it as racist propaganda akin to imagery from
the Jim Crow ...
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